International workshop

Lithic texts:
Egyptian and Mayan worlds of inscriptions

Geneva, 13–15 May

Monday 13 May
(Bâtiment Colladon, rue Jean-Daniel Colladon 2, salle Denis de Rougemont)

9–12 am  Positioning and visibility
Maya: Dmitri Belaiev, Russian State University, Moscow
Egypt: Julie Stauder-Porchet, University of Geneva

2–5 pm  Workshop: presentations of inscriptions

Tuesday 14 May
(Villa Boninchi, 249b route d’Hermance, Corsier)

9–12 am  Naming and marking
Maya: Stephen Houston, Brown University, Providence
Egypt: Andréas Stauder, École Pratique des Hautes Études, Université PSL, Paris

2–5 pm  Workshop: presentations of inscriptions

Wednesday 15 May
(Villa Boninchi)

9–12 am  Image-text interactions
Egypt: John Baines, Queens College, University of Oxford
Maya: David Stuart, University of Texas at Austin, Houston

2–5 pm  Workshop: presentations of inscriptions

The conference is accessible upon inscriptions only. The morning sessions are open to the public, the afternoon sessions are open to academics and scholars only. Please contact julie.stauder-porchet@unige.ch